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Hate crimes in US History. Introduction Racial violence, has always been a significant problem despite the enactment of
numerous laws and regulations by the.

Hate crimes can occur at home, at school, at places of worship, at work, on the street - virtually anywhere. It is
a great injustice to persecute homosexuality as a crime, and cruelty too. There are a variety of reasons why
victims of hate crimes may not report the offense to the police. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. In fact,
almost five children die every day as a result of abuse. They boys could not believe it. Although federal and
state laws differ, most protected characteristics include race, national origin, ethnicity, and religion.
Unfortunately, hate crimes are becoming more common occurrence in today day an age. There will be real
world examples of hate crimes or bias crimes and ways or programs that are set up to protect citizens. Of the
different races and ethnicities in the United States, African Americans have been the most common victims of
hate crimes. These issues are growing and getting worse over time rather than getting better. This explains the
emergence of numerous human rights organizations to protect the underrepresented and enforce
nondiscrimination. Hate crimes, a major conflict in communities, have been showing up without anyone
noticing. He died, after slipping into a coma, six days later Kaufman The majority of states have some sort of
hate crime legislation, but it differs from state to state. That is something to be alarmed about because part of
living in the U. For example, Jigsaw Classrooms have been developed and utilized that reduce stereotypes.
Slavery of African Americans in the early to mid s has also been deemed a cause of hate crimes A crime
motivated by racial, sexual, or other prejudice How many hate crimes were recorded by the FBI in its most
recent hate crime report? What does that tell us about our society? For example, several police agencies have
developed hate crime teams, several jurisdictions require treatment for hate crime perpetrators, and both
national and regional anti-hate organizations have developed Web sites to provide communities with
information and aid in the prevention of these horrific crimes. Anti-Hate Organizations X. Another appropriate
reason is that these crimes harm the society as a whole. Another factor contributing to modern-day
anti-Semitism is Zionism. Agencies may have trouble determining the group of the victim because individuals
do not always fit neatly into predetermined categories. These two men took it upon themselves to invade this
man's personal space, going as far as killing him. Since it is known that individuals are not born with
prejudice, bias, or hateâ€”that these things are learnedâ€”it becomes obvious that these harmful attitudes and
feelings can be prevented. These types of acts are deemed as hate crimes. Definitions for Hate Crimes B.
Whether or not they should be legislated against has been highly debated and continues to be a hot topic.
However, in most of these states, penalty enhancements generally apply to a broad category of violent acts.


